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Abstract—This paper performs an analysis on emergent peer-
to-peer (p2p) electricity trading markets utilizing the resource-
based theory based on the sharing economy concept to identify
possible opportunities for assets/data sharing amongst existing
and emerging market players. First, the study introduces actors
in the future electricity market and identifies their objectives.
Second, valuable resources of each actor are recognized and
categorized under physical and digital groups. Third, interested
actors in each resource and benefits they can gain by having
access to the resource are discussed. Last, a matrix of sharing
opportunities amongst the actors in the electricity market is built
and the current state of sharing is compared with the possibilities
in the future. This paper provides and serves as a benchmark for
implementing the sharing economy concept in future design of
electricity markets. It highlights sharing opportunities as a means
for circular economy in the electricity market. Implementing
the identified sharing opportunities requires more collaborative
(open) business models.

Index Terms—Open business model, sharing economy, circular
economy, collaboration, peer-to-peer, smart grid, business model
innovation, electricity market.

I. INTRODUCTION

While major knowledge in management science is built
assuming scarcity of resources [1], sustainability attempts are
made to make sure resources will sustain and suffice for
future [2]. Sharing economy concept as one of the main
building blocks of circular economy is considered to increase
the efficiency of value creation and enhance sustainability [3].

Sharing economy is a novel paradigm to utilize others’
underutilized resources without the transfer of ownership.
Parties involved in sharing could be individuals, companies,
public entities, etc. and shared resources could be physical
assets or digital information (data) [4]. Sharing concept allows
market players to move away from the traditional business
models where they were tied to their limited resources and
a clear border between the firm and its environment was
imaginable [5].

Electricity market has witnessed a path towards smartness
by the emergence and widespread use of Internet of Things
(IoT) devices [6]. One of the well-known examples of IoT
devices in the electricity grid is a smart meter – an advanced

instrument with the capability of fine-grained metering of elec-
tricity and two-way communication of data [7]. Availability
of IoT devices, as an enabler of sharing economy in the elec-
tricity market [8], together with technological advancements
in provision of feasible solar panels and storage devices has
opened a window of opportunity [9] towards more circular
(sustainable) economy in the electricity market. Peer-to-peer
trading of electricity is one of the promising areas towards
sustainability in the electricity market [10].

Peer-to-peer trading of electricity enables pro-
sumers/consumers to trade the electricity produced from
their renewable energy sources with other peers in the same
region [11]. The peer-to-peer trading part of this phenomenon
is similar to most sharing concepts which require peer-to-peer
interaction between involved parties [12]. To name some,
Airbnb and Uber are businesses built on the sharing concept
in a peer-to-peer setting.

Peer-to-peer trading of electricity has attracted scholars
and practitioners’ attention during past years [13], including
security and privacy risks [14], [15] as well as secure solu-
tions [16], [17]. However inadequate attention has been given
to other (in some cases more feasible) opportunities for sharing
economy in the electricity market. Considering the definition
of sharing concept, sharing can extend its applications further
than electricity trading/sharing amongst peers. This paper per-
forms an analysis on emergent peer-to-peer electricity trading
markets based on the resource-based theory (discussed in
section III) and sharing economy concept to identify possible
opportunities for assets and data sharing amongst existing
and emerging actors in the electricity market. To the best
of authors’ knowledge, this is the first time the resource-
based theory is utilized to discover sharing opportunities in
the electricity market.

The novel contributions of this paper are two-fold:
• First, it makes use of the resource-based theory to identify

the resources of several actors with potential of sharing
in the electricity market.

• Second, it suggests new possibilities beyond peer-to-peer
trading of electricity for sharing amongst actors in the
future electricity market.



The paper is organised as follows. Section II gives details on
the methodology used to identify opportunities for sharing in
the current and future electricity markets. Section III identifies
valuable resources of the current and new actors in the elec-
tricity market with the potential of sharing. Interested actors
and the benefit they can gain by accessing each resource is
discussed in this section. Section IV introduces opportunities
for sharing in the future electricity market. Section V discusses
sharing in the current versus future electricity market and
introduces the limitations of this study and opportunities for
future research. Section VI concludes the paper.

II. PRELIMINARIES

A. Methodology

The study follows a qualitative approach. In the first part of
the study, resources of the electricity market actors, their mar-
ket objectives, and possible interested actors for each resource
are identified by literature review. Results of the literature
review are validated by expert interview results. Twenty six
interviews were conducted by authors in the context of the
SNIPPET project1. Interviews were planned to cover several
aspects of the current and future structure of the electricity
market, actors in the market, their responsibilities, resources,
objectives etc. Interviews were conducted face to face and via
Skype. Each interview took between twenty to ninety minutes.
Interviewees are academics and practitioners in the electricity
market. They are selected from several stakeholder groups
to provide a comprehensive view of the electricity market.
Interviews were conducted between October 2019 and March
2020.

The second part of the study uses a matrix built on the
results of the first part. The matrix has actors of the future
electricity market in its axes. Cells of the matrix represent
opportunities for sharing in the electricity market.

An opportunity is defined as a situation in which new
products, services, markets, raw materials, and in general
business models emerge through the formation of new means-
ends combinations [18]. In this paper, sharing opportunities
are considered as a combination of existence of a valuable
resource of an actor and another actor interested to gain access
to that resource. The interested actor will benefit by accessing
the resource.

The results of the matrix analysis are validated by two
experts who are researchers working on the peer-to-peer
electricity market and sharing economy field.

B. Theoretical Framework – resource-based View

The resource-based theory suggests an inside-out perspec-
tive on the reason for some market players’ success in com-
petition with others. It focuses on the resources inside bound-
aries of market players to build their competitive advantages.
However, not all the resources are sources of competitive
advantage [19]. The resource-based theory highlights the im-
portance of VRIN (valuable, rare, imperfectly imitable and

1 https://www.esat.kuleuven.be/cosic/project/snippet/

not substitutable) resources in building competitive advantage
for actors in a given market [20]. In the resource-based
theory, a competitive advantage is the coincidence of resource
heterogeneity and immobility [19]. An inherent advice of the
resource-based theory is to preserve the source of competitive-
ness, meaning VRIN resources [21].

An actor in the electricity market can be viewed as a bundle
of resources under common governance (resource base) [22].
Resource base of an actor can have various components.
Amongst the common types of resources are:

1) Physical resources: grid infrastructure, power plants,
solar panels, etc.

2) Digital resources (data): smart meters’ information, de-
mand and supply information, etc.

Considering the nature of resources which are the case of
sharing (non-VRIN resources), this study mostly focuses on
the above-mentioned two types of resources.

Financial resources, human resources, upstream and down-
stream knowledge, administrative (governance-related) knowl-
edge, and reputational resources are other categories of re-
sources mentioned in literature [22].

III. ACTORS’ RESOURCES AND INTERESTED PARTIES

In this section, actors (existing and emerging) and their mar-
ket objectives in the lectricity market are briefly introduced.
Resources of each of the actors are identified. For the list of
actors in the future electricity market, the study considers the
future scenarios introduced in [4] and actors introduced based
on the future scenarios in [5]. Resources of each actor are
categorized under physical and digital groups. An overview
of these resources is given in Table I.

1) Prosumers: Prosumers are the consumers who can also
act as producers, i.e., generate and inject electricity into the
grid. They are equipped with renewable energy sources (e.g.,
solar panels), storage devices (batteries, electric vehicles, etc.),
various (smart) appliances, smart meters, and home energy
management systems. Their main objectives are to minimise
cost (electricity bill), maximise profit (income), and mitigate
the dependency on the grid by maximising their resource
utilisation. Prosumers have following valuable resources:

• Renewable Energy Sources (RES) are mini generators
(e.g., solar panel) located on prosumers’ premises. The
electricity they generate is usually consumed by their
owners, but electricity may also be injected into the grid.

• Home batteries are storage devices which make it possi-
ble to make a lag between provision and consumption of
electricity produced/purchased by prosumers or any other
actor which gets access to prosumers’ storage capacity.

• Electric Vehicle (EV) is a vehicle which uses one or
more electric motors for propulsion and battery to store
electricity.

• EV battery is the battery installed on EVs. In contrast
to home battery that can only store electricity locally, the
EV battery can also be used to transport electricity.



• EV charging station is an equipment that is used to con-
nect EVs to the electrical grid for charging / discharging
electricity.

• Smart appliances are appliances which are connected
with each other as well as other intelligent home devices.
They can be accessed and controlled remotely.

• Smart meters are advanced metering devices which
can measure the amount of electricity flowing in both
directions (from the grid to the house and vice versa) and
perform two-way communications with other entities.

• Home energy Management System (HMS) is a technol-
ogy platform comprised of both hardware and software
that allows the user to monitor energy usage and produc-
tion and to manually control and/or automate the use of
energy within a household.

• Demand Information: This includes all information
about the amount and pattern of the electricity require-
ment of prosumers.

• Supply Information: This includes all information about
the amount and pattern of the electricity production by
prosumers’s RES.

• Flexibility Information: Refers to the extent to which a
prosumer can modify electricity production or consump-
tion in response to variability, expected, or otherwise.

2) Representative (Non-existing role in the current market
setting): Representatives are a new actor in the peer-to-
peer electricity market. Their role is to manage their clients’
physical assets (i.e., RES, home and EV battery, etc.) and
information as well as represent them in the peer-to-peer
market [4], [5]. The presence of a representative increases
the involvement of citizens in the peer-to-peer electricity
markets. Representatives transform passive citizens’ roles to
active ones in the market. It is expected that they facilitate
sharing opportunities between prosumers and the other estab-
lished market players. Their objective is to minimise cost and
increase profits of their customers (i.e., prosumers). There is
a subtle point about representatives’ resources. They do not
own their clients resources. Resources of the representatives
mostly belong to categories other than physical and digital
resources. To name some: upstream knowledge (sourcing
knowledge, as well as product/service- and process-related
technological knowledge), downstream knowledge (critical to
the interface with customers, and related to marketing, sales,
distribution and after-sales service activities), administrative
(governance-related), and reputable resources (brand names, a
good reputation for honest business dealings, etc.).

3) Broker (Non-existing role in the current market setting):
A broker is an intermediate (neutral) actor that facilitates the
trading in peer-to-peer electricity markets. They have access
to information of all the parties participating in the peer-to-
peer electricity trading market and their transactions. Its main
objective is to clear the peer-to-peer market while respecting
the grid’s constraints as well as prosumers’ preferences.

Brokers special position in the market is not because of
the physical or digital resources, upstream or downstream
knowledge, brand and other common resources. This position

is mostly the fruit of first mover advantage (which gives a
player a sheer part of the market) or the legal monopoly. To
elaborate further, brokers will have access to all the informa-
tion that is contained in a typical prosumer bid - volume of
electricity offered, requested price, demand/supply bid, any
user preferences (specific type of source of the electricity,
location, etc.), grid access point (location), the source of the
electricity (solar, wind, biomass, etc.).

4) Aggregator: An aggregator is a market player that
provides ancillary services to grid operators, mainly in the bal-
ancing electricity market, by aggregating prosumers’ flexibility
and trading this aggregate flexibility on the market. Its main
objective is to maximise profit by trading ancillary services to
the grid operators. To achieve this, they have access to the
following information:

• Clients’ supply capacity: It includes the capacity and
pattern of aggregators’ clients’ supply of electricity to
the grid.

• Clients’ demand capacity: It includes the capacity and
pattern of aggregators’ clients’ demand of electricity from
the grid.

• Clients’ balancing capacity: The flexibility of aggrega-
tors’ clients which can be served to the grid.

5) Retailer: Retailers are the market players who are
responsible for providing prosumers with electricity (when
the prosumers’ RES do not generate sufficient amount of
electricity). They buy electricity in bulk from generators in
the wholesale market and sell it to prosumers in the retail
market. In the current market settings, retailers are also obliged
to buy any of the clients’ electricity that is not traded in the
p2p electricity market and still injected back to the grid. Their
main objective is to maximise profit, while ensuring that their
clients demand for electricity is met. Retailers have access to
the following information:

• Customers’ demand information: It indicates how
much electricity is consumed by retailers’ clients in a
specific period of time. This information is valuable
to make any estimates about the future demand of the
market.

• Customers’ supply information: It indicates how much
electricity is injected to the grid by retailers’ clients
in a specific period of time. Similarly, this information
is valuable to make any estimates about the future de-
mand/supply of the market.

6) Distribution System Operator (DSO): DSOs are the
operating managers (and sometimes owners) of energy distri-
bution networks [23], operating at low and medium voltage
levels. Their main objective is to avoid congestion. DSOs have
following valuable resources:

• Distribution grid infrastructure: Distribution grid refers
to the final stage of the electrical grid in which electricity
is distributed to homes, industry, and other end use
products. Distribution is the process of reducing power
to safe customer-usable levels, and delivering the electric
power to the grid.



TABLE I
VALUABLE RESOURCES OF EACH ACTOR IN THE FUTURE ELECTRICITY MARKETS AND INTERESTED ACTORS IN EACH RESOURCE

Physical Resources ← Interested parties Digital Resources (Data) – Interested parties
RES ← Pro, Rep Smart Meters ← Rep, Ret, DSO, TSO
Home Battery ← Pro, Rep Demand ← Rep, Br, Ret, DSO, TSO
EV ← Pro, Rep Supply ← Rep, Br, Ret, DSO, TSO

Prosumer (Pro) EV charging station ← Pro, Rep, DSO Flexibility ← Rep, DSO, TSO
EV battery ← Pro, Rep
HEMS ← Pro, Rep
Smart Appliance ←
Clients’ RES ← Pro, Rep Clients’ Smart Meters ← Ret, DSO, TSO
Clients’ Batteries ← Pro, Rep Clients Demand ← Br, Ret, DSO, TSO

Representative (Rep) Clients’ EVs ← Pro, Rep Clients’ Supply ← Br, Ret, DSO, TSO
Clients’ EV Charging Stations ← Pro, Rep, DSO Clients’ Flexibility ← DSO, TSO
Clients’ Batteries of EVs ← Pro, Rep
Clients’ HMS ← Pro, Rep

Sellers’supply information ← Ret, DSO, TSO
Sellers’offered price ← Ret

Broker (Br) Buyers’demand information ← Ret, DSO, TSO
Buyers offered price ← Ret
Clearance price ← Ret
Total traded volume ← Ret, DSO, TSO, Gen
Clients’supply capacity ← TSO

Aggregator (Agg) Clients’demand capacity ← TSO
Clients’balancing capacity ← TSO

Retailer (Ret) Customers’demand information ← DSO, TSO
Customers’supply information ← DSO, TSO

Distribution grid infrastructure ← Pro, Rep, Ret Smart meters’ inflow information ← Rep, Ret
DSO Smart meters’ outflow information ← Rep, Ret

Congestion information ← Rep, Ret
Transmission grid Infrastructure ← TSO, Gen, Pro Balancing information ← Agg, Ret, TSO, Gen

TSO Congestion information ← Agg, TSO, Gen
Demand/supply pred. ← Agg, Ret, DSO, TSO, Gen

Generator (Gen) Power plants (coal, gas, nuclear, etc.) ← Ret
*If the interested actor in a resource is the same as the owner, it indicates other peer actors are interested in that resource

• Smart meters’ inflow information: It includes the infor-
mation regarding the amount and pattern of consumption
at any smart meter. The more real-time this information,
the more valuable it is. Modern smart meters make it
possible to read the smart meters’ information in a real
time pattern. DSO is the sole actor has access to this
information through the smart meters installed at clients’
premises.

• Smart meters’ outflow information: Similar to the smart
meters’ inflow, it includes the information regarding the
amount and pattern of electricity provisioned at any smart
meter. The more real-time this information, the more
valuable it is.

• Congestion information: Congestion can be defined as
violations of network constraints (voltage and frequency)
due to high electricity demand or excess electricity gen-
eration.

7) Transmission System Operator (TSO): TSO is respon-
sible for maintaining the transmission network, balancing the
grid, and charging suppliers transmission network fees based
on the electricity consumption/provision data of the suppliers’
customers in the grid. TSO’s main objective is to balance the
grid. A TSO has the following valuable resources:

• Transmission grid Infrastructure: Electricity transmis-
sion is the bulk movement of electricity from a generating
site, such as a power plant, to an electrical substation.
The interconnected lines which facilitate this movement

are known as a transmission grid.
• Balancing information: Electricity balancing encom-

passes all actions and processes, on all timelines, through
which TSOs ensure, in a continuous way, the system
frequency is within a predefined stability range as set
forth in the Network Code on System Operation, and
complies with the amount of reserves needed with respect
to the required quality. This includes deficit, surplus, and
reserves at any time period.

• Congestion information: Transmission congestion hap-
pens when scheduled market transactions (generation and
load) result in power flow over a transmission element
that exceeds the available capacity for that element.

• Demand/supply prediction: It includes all the estimates
that TSOs can have based on the comprehensive infor-
mation they receive for the balancing purposes.

8) Generators: Generators are the entities who gener-
ate electricity to meet the demand for electricity by con-
sumers/prosumers. Their main objective is to maximise profit
by trading electricity in the wholesale and/or balancing market.
They have the following valuable resources:

• Power plant: It is an industrial facility for the gener-
ation of electric power. Power plants are connected to
electricity grids. Their energy source varies widely. Most
of them burn fossil fuels (e.g. coal, oil, and natural gas).
Cleaner energy sources of power plants include nuclear
power, and an increasing use of renewables (e.g. solar,



wind, wave, and hydroelectric).

IV. OPPORTUNITIES FOR SHARING

In this section, the existing (or new) market players who
would be interested in utilising (some of the) resources of other
actors, identified in the previous section, and the attainable
benefit by accessing the resource are discussed. This part
answers two questions: who is interested in the resource? and
what benefit can the interested actor gain?

1) Prosumers:
• Renewable Electricity Sources (RES): Other pro-

sumers/consumers (or representatives on behalf of them)
by accessing prosumers’ RES can produce renewable
electricity. The owner of the produced electricity is the
party which it is shared with. In a sense, rather than
trading the electricity generated by the RES, prosumers
can lend/rent their RES for a specific time period.

• Batteries: Other prosumers/consumers (or representa-
tives on behalf of them) by accessing prosumers’ batteries
can store electricity. The owner of the stored electricity
is the party which the battery is shared with. Renting out
the RES and the battery in combination should be the
most beneficial for both - the owner and the renter.

• Electric Vehicle (EV) Electric vehicles can be used by
other prosumers in idle time. Car sharing initiatives in a
peer-to-peer manner is imaginable for this type of sharing.
Representatives can represent underutilized capacity of
electricity vehicles in a more efficient way on behalf of
owners of EVs.

• EV battery: Other prosumers are interested in it as a
portable storage device. People can sell 2kw to a user
who leaves close to your work place. Rather than feeding
it to the grid at your home location, you can transport
this energy with your EV and inject it to the grid at
your work location, potentially saving from grid use fees.
Representatives can represent their clients’ EV batteries
in a more efficient way.

• EV charging station: EV charging stations can be used
by other prosumers in idle times. It requires to bring
the cars to the location of the station to charge them.
Other prosumers are interested to use the EV charging
stations for charging their EVs. Representatives are also
interested in expanding their service basket and to more
efficiently share charging stations on behalf of the owners.
DSOs would be interested in it as a means to help the
congestion problem without occupying the distribution
grid’s capacity.

• Smart meters: People cannot share the smart meter, but
the data it generates is valuable to be shared. Considering
the frequency of access to the smart meter data, it reveals
information which are highly valued by several actors.
DSOs value this information for billing and solving
congestion problem, TSOs for balancing and retailers for
customers consumption/production estimation purposes.
Representatives can represent this information of behalf
of their clients.

• Home energy Management System (HMS): As the
case for the smart meter, probably the data generated
by these systems are the most valuable. Representatives
can use this data for participating in various markets.
It is unclear how one can benefit from sharing the
system itUnless, a neighbour (other prosumer) could
use the system’s functionality as well. In a sense, the
neighbour (or any user) could send the data of their
assets and let the home management system of another
user make intelligent decisions for them. It is yet to be
seen how practical this solution is. It might well work
in apartment buildings, where several flats use only one
home management system.

• Demand Information: Representatives are interested to
have this information because it enables them to better
represent their clients’ demand and decide on the way
to supply (purchasing from other prosumers, purchasing
from grid, using the battery capacity, etc.). Retailers can
plan on their electricity provision based on forecasts
which are mainly based on their clients demand/supply
information. DSOs can use this data to better handle the
distribution grid congestion problem. TSOs can better
balance the grid by having this information. Brokers are
interested in the part of this information which would
be traded in peer-to-peer electricity market through their
channel.

• Supply Information: Representatives are interested in
this information because it enables them to better rep-
resent their clients supply and decide on the way to
sell/share (selling to other prosumers, selling to the grid,
using the battery capacity to store the produced electricity,
etc.). Retailers can plan on their electricity provision
based on forecasts which are mainly based on their
clients demand/supply information. DSOs can use this
data to better handle the distribution grid congestion
problem. TSOs can better balance the grid by having
this information. Brokers are interested in the part of
this information which would be traded in peer-to-peer
electricity market through their channel.

• Flexibility: DSOs are interested in flexibility capacity
to overcome the congestion problem. TSOs can use this
capacity as a means to balance the electricity grid. Repre-
sentatives can represent this capacity on behalf of clients
to other interested parties. Aggregators do the same type
of representation for their clients in the current electricity
market.

2) Representative: As discussed in the presentation of
representatives in the previous section, the type of resources
representatives own is mostly not the case of sharing. However
representatives (on behalf of prosumers) have access to the
same valuable resources as prosumers and facilitate sharing.
What differentiates representatives’ role in sharing than pro-
sumers is that representatives have the aggregate capacity of
their clients to share. The aggregation of clients’ resources
in hands of a representative, gives it a service basket and



leverage its position to negotiate and enter to markets that
is not possible for a single prosumer to access.

3) Brokers:
• Sellers’ supply information: This information is about

the capacity for supply and not necessarily all the supply
capacity is traded in peer-to-peer market. The information
is useful for planning purposes. DSOs are interested
in the supply information to have a better congestion
management in the distribution grid. TSOs can enhance
balancing planning by access to this information. Retail-
ers can have a better planning for their electricity demand
from generators which later they will supply in the retail
market.

• Sellers’ offered price: Access to this information helps
retailers in their pricing. Retailers’ pricing is in direct
competition with the supply price in peer-to-peer trading
market.

• Buyers’ demand information: This information is about
the capacity for demand and not necessarily all the
demanded amount is traded in the peer-to-peer market.
The information is useful for planning purposes. DSOs
are interested in the demand information to have a better
congestion management in the distribution grid. TSOs
can have a better balancing planning by access to this
information. Retailers can have a better planning for their
electricity demand from generators which later they will
supply in the retail market.

• Buyers’ offered price: Access to this information helps
retailers in electricity pricing. It indicates potential cus-
tomers willingness to pay. It is also worth mentioning
this willingness is for the pee-to-peer market. Considering
that retailers nowadays are also offering green electricity
to their customers, it would help retailers to tailor their
offering in that product segment.

• Clearance price: It is the price for complemen-
tary/substitute service of retailers. It is expected that
retailers’ pricing is directly impacted by this information.

• Total traded volume: Retailers and generators can adjust
their pricing and supply by knowing the actual traded
amount of electricity in the peer-to-peer trading market.
DSOs can better manage the congestion problem in the
distribution grid. TSOs can better balance the grid by
knowing this information.

Consideration: What defines the broker’s position in the mar-
ket is the type of information that they have access to. It seems
some of this information (seller’ supply and price information,
and buyers’ demand information and offered price) are VRIN
resources that despite the existence of other interested parties,
brokers are not supposed to share them.

4) Aggregator:
• Clients’ supply capacity: TSOs are interested in this in-

formation for prevention of congestion in the transmission
grid.

• Clients’ demand capacity: TSOs are interested in this
information for prevention of congestion in the transmis-
sion grid.

• Clients’ balancing capacity: TSOs are interested be-
cause of the use of this capacity in balancing of the grid.

5) Retailer:
• Customers’ demand information: DSOs are interested

in this information for distribution grid congestion pre-
vention. TSOs are interested because of balancing pur-
poses.

• Customers’ supply information: As above.
6) Distribution System Operator (DSO):
• Distribution grid infrastructure: Prosumers are inter-

ested in the distribution grid to receive their electricity
(purchased in the retail or peer-to-peer market) through
it. Connectivity to the grid is also a necessity to receive
the balancing services which translates into the stability
of the electricity stream. Representatives have the same
dependency/interest as prosumers regarding the distribu-
tion grid. The distribution grid is a means which makes
the existence of retailers’ services meaningful. Meaning
that they can only deliver what they sell if the client is
connected to the grid.

• Smart meters’ inflow information: Retailers are inter-
ested in this information because it reveals their cus-
tomers’ consumption behavior. It is valuable for pricing
and planning purposes. Representatives are also interested
in this information because they are the sellers in the
peer-to-peer market. electricity sold in the peer-to-peer
market is in competition with retailers’ offers. So it has a
similar value for representatives. Considering the level of
expertise of prosumers, the required expertise to process
this information is absent in individual prosumer.

• Smart meters’ outflow information: As above.
• Congestion information: Representatives are interested

in this information because it shows where is more prone
for peer-to-peer trading (considering that peer-to-peer
trading of electricity may cause congestion problem in
the distribution grid). Retailers have similar interest as
representatives for this information.

7) TSO:
• Transmission grid infrastructure: Generators and pro-

sumers are already making use of this infrastructure
by using it as a transposition means for their traded
electricity.

• Balancing information: Active players in the balancing
market are the interested parties. It includes retailers,
aggregators and generators. Other TSOs (neighboring
countries) are interested in this data because of the
balancing purposes.

• Congestion information: Aggregators, other TSOs and
generators are interested actors in this information. As a
source of balancing solution this information is meaning-
ful for the interested actors where is a good node to offer
their balancing services.

• Demand/supply prediction: Active players in the bal-
ancing market are the interested parties. It includes re-
tailers, aggregators and generators. Other TSOs (neigh-
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boring countries) are interested in this data because of
the balancing purposes. DSOs are also interested in this
data because of the implications that it could have on the
congestion in the distribution grid.

8) Generators:

• Power plant: Retailers are interested in the production
capacity of power plants rather than buying the electricity
produced by them. Retailers can keep it as a reserve for
balancing purposes. This scenario makes sense if sharing
the capacity is more beneficial for generators rather than
selling the output electricity.

V. DISCUSSION

A. Sharing in the Current Versus Future Electricity Market

As explained earlier, a sharing opportunity is a situation
which there is at least one party else than the owner of a
resource interested in accessing the resource. Knowing the
actors in the electricity market, their resources and interested
actors in each resource in Section III, we can identify the
opportunities for sharing in the electricity market. Table II
shows a matrix consisting all sharing opportunities in the
electricity market. Actors are building the two axes of the
matrix. Each cell of the matrix represents a combination of
two different or same actors as parties involved in sharing. The
content of each cell is the list of resources the party in the left
column will share with the party in the top row. Underlined



items are shared amongst the involved actors in the current
electricity market. The rest are the opportunities for sharing
in the future.

Considering the discussed sharing opportunities, it is ex-
pected that the electricity market faces the entrance of new
actors (e.g. platform owners, complementary service providers,
etc.) to facilitate sharing. There is a possibility that represen-
tatives extend their roles and seize these opportunities.

Aggregators somehow now play the mixed role of the
representative and the broker, to some extent. In the future, the
aggregators could move to play the role of the representative
or the broker. However, the question is “Is it going to be
a single player playing the roles of aggregator, broker, and
representative?” It could be the case that the aggregators’ role
evolves to play these three roles or maybe as the aggregator
evolves, it becomes less cost-effective to play all these roles,
so there is a need for three distinct players to play these roles.

B. Limitations and opportunities for Future Research

This research has limitations that could be overcome in
future studies. First, the study identifies sharing opportuni-
ties in the electricity market based on the existence of a
valuable resource and an interested party. In reality there are
considerations (e.g. security and privacy concerns, technical
and legal limitations, etc.) which do not let all opportunities
to materialize. It is valuable to perform an in-depth security
and privacy analysis of identified sharing opportunities. Legal
possibility and application of GDPR on the data protection is
another void for studying the identified opportunities. Second,
opportunities are identified based on the roles as a result of
future scenarios in the electricity market. There is always a
possibility that disruptive innovations alter the whole market.
This study does not cover probable disruptions.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

By listing the valuable resources of the current and future
actors in the electricity market, based on the resource-based
theory, actors’ resources are categorized in two main groups,
physical assets and digital assets (data). Existing sharing
and the involved parties in the current electricity market are
introduced. Opportunities for sharing amongst the actors in the
electricity market are introduced by use of a matrix built up
on actors in the future electricity market. The outcome of this
study shows new voids towards smart circular economy.
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